BECAUSE LIFE HAPPENS AT THE WATER'S EDGE

Institute’s mission
as Louisiana’s
Coastal Innovation
and Collaboration
Hub
Since the Institute was formed in 2012, our mission
as an independent, non-profit, applied research
organization has been to work across disciplines and
bring the best available science to our most complex
environmental and societal challenges. We reached an important moment on the journey to achieving this
vision when Governor John Bel Edwards announced on Feb. 20 that the Institute would serve as the State
of Louisiana’s Coastal Innovation and Collaboration Hub.
In making the announcement, the Governor made clear that our state’s strategy for addressing the coastal
crisis has been driven by the best available science and that science would remain the force behind our
Coastal Master Plan going forward. The Governor went on to say that, “Establishing the Coastal
Innovation and Collaboration Hub at the Water Institute of the Gulf further cements the role of science
and the open sharing of information and collaboration as crucial elements of our success into the future.”
Our entire team is honored to serve the state in this important capacity – bringing together the vast
knowledge and work being done by colleagues from universities, non-profits, private industry and
government – to inform decision-making and help coastal communities become more resilient in the face
of an uncertain future.
One of our first tasks as the Coastal Innovation and Collaboration Hub is to create a model repository to
ensure that the coastal program and other planning initiatives most effectively utilize available resources
to advance our collective knowledge. Essentially, this repository will be a virtual library through which
all of our colleagues can access existing models and related data so that advancements can build over
time to the benefit of our collective knowledge base. This move towards a more collaborative, opensource methodology is extremely exciting for the Institute and all of our partners.
Our second task is to focus on identifying and coordinating solutions for science needs of the Atchafalaya
Basin Program and pursuing opportunities to more fully integrate it with the Coastal Master Plan. This is
a perfect example of an area where tremendous work has been done for decades and through focused
collaboration and innovation, we can continue to address a complex set of water, sediment, and
ecosystem issues.
Our third initial area of focus will be the Lowermost Mississippi River Management Program – one of
the most important applied research programs in our state. The Lowermost River program represents an
opportunity to build on previous work and evaluate a holistic approach to managing the river for
navigation, flood, protection, economic prosperity, and ecological restoration. We are excited to work
with CPRA, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, universities, engineering firms, the navigation sector, and
so many other stakeholders to facilitate a collaborative knowledge exchange and develop a “Mississippi
River Science and Modeling Community of Practice.”
By doing this together – collaborating, innovating and building on decades of research – we can
successfully address our most pressing challenges. The result will be a more sustainable coast at home
and continued opportunities to share our knowledge with coastal communities around the world.
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PLANNING FOR CHARLESTON, S.C.

Facing multiple and increasing flood risks, the city
of Charleston engaged in a 15-month planning,
flood risk assessment, design and community
visioning effort entitled Dutch Dialogues (DD)
Charleston, led by Dale Morris of The Water
Institute of the Gulf and David Waggonner of
Waggonner & Ball Architecture/Environment. Key
partners included The Royal Netherlands Embassy,
University of Notre Dame, Moffatt & Nichol,
Arcadis, Deltares, and many Charleston-based
academics, researchers, designers, engineers, and
citizens.
DD Charleston explored pathways to mitigate local
and regional flood risk, anchor and facilitate
adaptation and enhance physical, natural, human,
social and economic resilience in Charleston.
DD Charleston included extensive desk research,
repeated site visits / field trips, regular stakeholder
and community engagement, expert interviews, a
two-day colloquium, a five-day design workshop
and structured interaction with Charleston’s
political, planning, stormwater, business and
community leaders. The DD Charleston final report
posits a set of principles and design approaches for
Charleston to adapt a resilient “Living with Water”
approach. The recommendations are grounded in
science, respectful of natural systems and processes,
inspired by community, based in design and
informed by humility about things not yet known
or fully understood.
The four focal areas selected – Johns Island,
Church Creek, Eastside Charleston, and the
Charleston Medical District – represent distinct
typologies found throughout the Lowcountry to
ensure transferability and replicability of the
recommendations to nearby communities. A highlevel regional assessment and peninsula-wide
approach was conducted to further inform
landform and systems coherence to the overall
report.
Integrated green and gray infrastructure approaches
are needed including improved drainage system
capacity, perimeter protection, flood plain, coastal
marsh and creek restoration and protection, and
place-specific bios-swales, complete streets,
stormwater infiltration and detention in public
spaces.
The full report is available here.

In the News
The Institute has been making waves! Check out a
few recent news highlights below. Topics include
Baton Rouge groundwater, Institute named as
Louisiana's Coastal Innovation and Collaboration
Hub, and more.
For a full list of press releases and news article,
pleace visit the Institute's website.
Institute Named Louisiana’s Innovation and
Collaboration Hub at Gov. John Bel
Edwards Coastal Priorities Announcement
Gov. Edwards announces coastal priorities
for his second term
Learning to be Resilient
Foundation Grants to Rework Waterfront in
Argentinian City
Charleston homeowners address flooding
concerns at panel discussion
Organizations join forces to form CoastalHydrologic Consortium
Water Institute out to protect the Baton
Rouge water supply
Historic Charleston Foundation, City of
Charleston Kick Off Dutch Dialogues
Charleston
Charleston’s flooding fixes could also be
public amenities
Louisiana's lessons for Virginia on building
water economy
NIGHTLY FILMS: Water’s Edge
Water Institute of the Gulf celebrates
opening in UNO Research and Technology
Park
Editorial: Charleston must learn to love and
live with its water
University of Iowa, LSU flood experts take
on Mississippi River flooding
Baton Rouge Mayor Discusses How her City
is Dealing With Urban Redevelopment
Institute selected for five-year partnership
with NOAA to work on Deepwater Horizon
restoration efforts
City Launches Dutch Dialogues Charleston
To Solve Flood Concerns
As flash flooding becomes more frequent,
East Baton Rouge officials struggle to find
affordable solutions
Baton Rouge-area groundwater commission
to mull problems, solutions for aquifer
demand

Staff Spotlight
HUGH ROBERTS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ENGINEERING
After hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Hugh Roberts
made south Louisiana his second home as he joined
the massive response effort including work on the
first 2007 Coastal Master Plan being developed by a
newly formed Louisiana Coastal Protection and
Restoration Authority.
In March 2019, Roberts joined the Institute team as
vice president for engineering, bringing with him more than 15 years of experience in numerical
modeling and resilience planning.
Roberts earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in civil engineering from The University of Notre
Dame. Throughout his career, Roberts has led numerical modeling-based projects around Louisiana and
the country in order to assess coastal and fluvial flood risks, support the design of ecosystem restoration
and flood protection projects, and evaluate environmental impacts. He has played a leading role in recent
studies in the Gulf coast in support of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Federal Emergency
Management Agency, and the state of Louisiana’s Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority including
the development of the 2012, 2017, and now the 2023 Coastal Master Plans and analysis of the proposed
Mississippi River sediment diversions.
Beyond the Gulf coast, Roberts has worked with cities and regions facing climate change-driven
economic, societal, and environmental risks. Roberts has played leading roles in the development of New
York City’s Special Initiative for Rebuilding and Resiliency post Hurricane Sandy; Climate Ready
Boston, a 2016 initiative to create a systematic and comprehensive framework for combating climate
change; HUD funded Rebuild by Design and National Disaster Resilience Competitions projects in
Bridgeport (CT) and New York City; and the San Francisco Seawall Earthquake Safety and Disaster
Prevention Program, planning for the city’s seismic and coastal flooding challenges along its iconic
waterfront.
“Following Hurricane Katrina, coastal Louisiana became my second home. I spent the better part of my
first decade in the field working intimately with engineers, scientists, and leaders across the state.
Louisiana is a place I continue to return to because of the fascinating work and the really great people
I’ve had the opportunity to work with,” Roberts said. “Joining the Institute provides a unique
opportunity to focus on applying research to tackle issues that impact not only coastal Louisiana, but
cities and regions across the U.S.”
Roberts and his wife, Amy, have two children Hugh III, 4, and Caroline, 2.
To contact Hugh Roberts, hroberts@thewaterinstitute.org.
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